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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis Abstract

The hybrid is a building of composite typology to suit multiple uses – 
hybrid in terms of both hardware and software.  
 
We investigate how such a building can celebrate the layering and 
overlapping of spaces, activities and people, much like the city itself. 
The master thesis explores the nature of hybrid buildings as means for 
urban development through multiple studies and design exercises.  

By revisiting modernism, we speculate in mass, size and multiplication, 
with density and diversity as main agents.  It is an attempt to approach the 
critical mass where quantity becomes quality.

ABSTRACT



7 Compact City of Atlanpole, Nantes by Hans Kollhoff (1988)
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis Hypothesis

*Leknes, S, Løkken, S. (2020), Befolkningsframskrivninger for kommunene, 2020-2050, Tall som forteller, pp. 9-15. 27.

HYPOTHESIS

Global trends of urban migration force urban growth, and the pressured 
cities expands. These global trends are also the case in Norway*. The 
easiest, and most common way of expansion is on ground, around the 
city perimeter. Modern city extensions are often characterized by single-
use housing developments, their attractiveness being fully reliant on the 
activity in the nearby historic urban habitat.  

Areas available for this kind of expansion are often large plots of former 
industrial activity. The size of these large plots fuels the tempo and 
economic scale of these developments, resulting in extra-large housing 
development projects. Despite far-reaching attempts in imitating 
traditional city structures, in form of streets, plazas or yards, they seldom 
succeed in creating the vibrant life from its inner-city role models.  

In homogeneous and generic environments, the diverse and unpredicted 
is less likely to occur. We look for factors allowing new buildings to 
establish a mutual relationship with its surroundings, as a true city 
extension, instead of remaining in a parasitic relationship with the existing 
city. 

Considering the sheer size of many contemporary housing 
developments, one could expect more from a building. Speculating in 
size, mass and multiplication should carry equally large urban and social 
ambitions. It should create a surplus which enables common and public 
facilities, to evoke neighborship and community, facilitating the layering 
and overlapping of activities, people and spaces in large quantities. 
Considered as such, a large-scale hybrid building would carry the idea of 
the city itself. 

When switching the hybrid mindset on, we understand it as an open, 
urbanistic approach, allowing free play of typology and content. A tool to 
utilize friction in areas where many demands and interests meet.



9 The composite facade of Silodam, MVRDV (2002), directly renders the mix of flat types. Foto: Flickr CC User pnwbot
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

A typical “streetscape” in Herman Hertzberger’s De Drie Hoven elderly housing (1974) Foto: Walter de Maar  

Hypothesis
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“(…) the city is like some large house and 
the house is in turn like some small city” 

Book 1, Chapter 9, De re aedificatoria (On the Art of Building), Ten Books, Leon Battista Alberti, 1443-1452 
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

”Meine Stadt, mein Bezirk, mein Viertel, meine Gegend

Meine Straße, mein Zuhause, mein Block

Meine Gedanken, mein Herz, mein Leben, meine Welt

Reicht vom ersten bis zum sechzehnten Stock”

Alberti’s quote rephrased by suburb-rapper Sido. Exerpt from Mein Block, Sido (2004). 

Hypothesis



13 Cité Skansen, ascending          Site model         (1/500)
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

Modernist legacy

The previous century has left a wide range of built and lived experiments 
to consider as relevant input for our work. Among these, many ambitious, 
but critique-worthy, large-scale developments arised in the housing 
shortage in the wake of the second world war. Suburban housing estates 
from the second wave of modernism has struggled with its reputation. 
The standardized character, as a result of functional building methods, is 
criticized for generating anonymized ways of life, detatched from the city, 
unable to facilitate neighborhoods and communities.  

Behind these, some later to be negatively nicknamed “drabant-byer”, 
sleeping cities, or even ghettos, are ambitious and well-meaning housing 
initiatives. The general critique is however not fully valid, as many of 
the “machines for living” still report high quality of life and sense of 
community among its residents.* These qualities makes the modernist 
legacy of mass housing worth exploring and maybe rediscover. 

Despite decades of such critique among architects, modern housing 
development seldom offers more than standardization and generic 
solutions. Though fragmented or veiled, the size and extent of these 
housing developments are in fact massive with a capital M. Principles 
from modernist planning, zoned areas for working and living, still echoes 
in contemporary practice and copy-paste settlements continue to fuel 
the old functionalist segregation. Seeing the city center, exclusively, as a 
place for working and commerce. Conserving this artificial gap between 
living and working appears outdated. The traditional office space takes 
condensed forms, shooting speed through the last year of pandemic. We 
also know for a fact that life for less and less people pivots around the 
core family. **

**Andersen, E. (2020) Flere bor alene, Statistisk Sentralbyrå, June 2020. Available at: https://www.
ssb.no/befolkning/artikler-og-publikasjoner/flere-bor-alene (Accessed: 22.04.21)

*Kraft, S. (2011) Die Grosssiedlungen - ein gescheitertes Erbe der Moderne?, ARCH+, Zeitschrift 
für Architektur und Städtebau, G5416, 48-53 

Hypothesis



15 Structure and cells          Structural model         (1/50)
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

SUMMARY

The master thesis is organized in three phases, reflected in three 
respective booklets. 

1 case studies 

This first phase gathered knowledge from reference projects focusing 
on mass-housing and multi-functional buildings. The case studies both 
confirmed assumptions and brought unexpected discoveries. They gave 
an understanding of scale and concepts of combining uses and users. 
The phase resulted in a catalogue, serving as toolbox and inspiration, for 
the following exercises and design task.    

2 discussion 

Themes and potentials were further examined in drawn discussions and 
exercises. The mixing exercise directly translated, and remixed, findings 
from the case studies into new hybrids. By doing quick 10 designs we 
were able to test new typological mixes and concepts. 

Looking for potential sites for our own hybrid design, we were confronted 
with the complexity of reality. A complexity that resulted in four quite 
unlike sketch projects and a better grasp of the relation between the 
hybrid and the urban fabric. It aided us in the search for the site with the 
highest potential for further design and study. 

3 design 

Through a complete design task, we have put our reflections and ideas 
for hybrid buildings to the test.  

A design with a long list of ingrediencies, contributes to the overall 
understanding of a complex building, as well as to the different fragments 
themselves. We find this a professionally relevant, intensive architectural 

Summary



17 A city of mixes, sketches, posibilities and ideas
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis Reflections

REFLECTIONS

Non-generic architecture

From the preliminary studies, we did a series of motivating observations. 
These specific mixes of general known types often lead to iconic and 
pictorial architecture. We saw how working freely with composition 
of types could generate unorthodox, but generic spaces suited for 
expected as well as unexpected use. Strange junctions, dark corners and 
typological transitions, provided original x-factor spaces for the residents 
to embrace [Alt-Erlaa, Mix 06, -09].



19 Section          Wohnpark Alt-Erlaa, Harry Glück (1984)         1/500
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

Joker-buildings as urban problem solvers

Approaching architecture with a flexible expectation of its content, can 
make the unhabitable habitable [Kalkbreite, Mix 05] and existing structures 
worth keeping [Escher Terrassen]. A hybrid building can be a noble diplomat 
on the borders between morphological and urban transitions. We found 
that larger hybrids were a good strategy to integrate large programs 
associated with cheap-box-architecture, sports facilities and large 
ceremonial spaces, into the existing urban fabric.  

We learned, from the terraced case-studies [Alt-Erlaa, Piscine], ways of facilitating 
proximity of water and that one-sided apartments not necessarily are bad. 

Reflections



21 The unresolved neighborship between Ila and the industry conglomerate          Model          (1/500)
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

Horizontal vs. vertical

In our exercises, we learned that nature of horizontal distribution and 
vertical stacking is fundamentally different when it comes to the coupling 
of adjacent program and space [Mix 07, -08]. Horizontal distribution assumes 
a level of connectivity between programs, while flipped vertically each 
new floor exists more or less independently. When rising high, the vertical 
circulation should therefore be developed more carefully.  

The over-all moral from our mixing-exercise, was the spectacular, but 
same time empty, statement of “anything goes”.  Seeing this positively, 
acknowledging the quality of diversity, providing a variety of structures 
and spaces in the city is a way of planning for both the expected and 
unexpected future [Mix 01, -03, -04, 05, -06, -10]. 

Reflections
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The semi-private realm of access and circulation

Ploughing into the fields of mass housing and mixed-use, we have 
expected the shared spaces of access and circulation to be especially 
important. In other words: The sequence of spaces from the closing 
of the apartment door to the opening of the door towards the street  
(german: “Erschließungsraum”). 

In large scale buildings, access and circulation spaces should be viewed 
with urbanistic glasses, as the building’s internal urban structuring [Unité 

d’ Habitaion, Piraeus]. The time spent here is longer, the spaces themselves are 
larger, more complex, and therefore more important. 

Aside from facilitating pure logistics, we believe these spaces, regulating 
the overlap of public and private spheres, also hold a key to sociability, 
neighborship and community. 

Reflections



25 Access through shared wintergarden          Silodam          Photo: Rob T. Hart
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The labyrinthic nature of the ”erschließung” in Jacques Tatis movie Mon Onkl (1958) 

Reflections



27 Streets in tke sky          Model         (1/20)
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

Ground floors on the public spectre

We got new perspectives on the ground floor, which like interior floors, 
also can be multiplied [Unité d’ Habitaion, Kalbreite]. Terracing of artificial ground 
is a tool for creating outdoor spaces on the public spectre, being not 
fully public nor fully private [mix 04, -09]. For a hybrid building, such outdoor 
space might double its value, if the programmatic mix makes it active 
throughout the day. 

Reflections



29 Innenhof          Photo: Ciro Miguel
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis

The greater household 

Working with repetition and multiplication of compact existenzminimums 
in the name of density, one expects a surplus of some sort. In a modern 
machine for living, the surplus could yield extra space for working or 
space for small communities of common interest to unfold. In addition to 
the small households in their respective apartments, there are households 
of chess players, swimmers, fixers, gardeners within the neighbourhood. 
The social mesh of these overlapping communities makes up the greater 
household.  

Reflections



31 Courtyard, comunal spaces and housing of Cité Skansen          Plan          5th floor          1/400
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis Conclusion

CONCLUSION

Based on the reflections from the preliminary studies, we have made 
a cité, attributing to the industrial mega figure in Trondheim’s western 
harbor. It functions an urban extension and densifier. 

The building facilitates an intimate public pool and roman bath, a 
restaurant, storage and workshop space for maritime sports clubs, 
commercial and collective office space, co-housing, row houses and 
solitary apartments. The complex has roughly 185 permanent residents, 
300 workplaces, and receives an additional number of daily bathers, 
dining guests and sporters. 

We have studied the city by designing a building.  
 
The problem of large can be addressed with a range of means. Spaces 
of access and circulation were dealt with as the building’s own urban 
structuring. A main promenade architcturale, exalts necessary circulation 
space into an architectonic event and contributes to a hierarchy of 
routes. The main internal stair is large enough for a hangout and changes 
character and course as it ascends, easing the orientation. A collage-
like composition of diverse users, in the image of the city, is sought, to 
facilitate unexpected social connections and initiatives. 
 
A hybrid building like this can contribute to contemporary societal 
trends. The combination of housing and co-work makes a perfect fit for 
residents with modern working habits. Communal facilities and collective 
forms of living counteract to the raising number of people living in social 
exclusion. Local bath- and sports facilities encourage good health and a 
strong neighborship.  
 
What the critical mass for a sufficient machine for living is, or the ratio 
of private and shared spaces is not defined, as it will depend on the 
targeted internal user groups and neighbourhood. However, the modern 
hybrid is to be understood as an open system, unlike many solitary 
modernist role models. The anti-urban act of self-sufficiency is in other 
words irrelevant.   



33 Composite urban waterfront          Model          (1/500)
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AAR4990 Hybrid Thesis Readings

READINGS

The literature list is a hybrid mix of non-fiction and fiction. To early 
establish an apparatus of concepts, provide role models (good or bad), 
fictious worst-case scenarios and vivid stories from the built environment.

HIGH-RISE 
Ballard, J.G., 1993. High-rise, London: Flamingo.  

DELIRIOUS NEW YORK : A RETROACTIVE MANIFESTO FOR 
MANHATTAN 
Koolhaas, R., 1994. Delirious New York : a retroactive manifesto for 
Manhattan New., Rotterdam: 010 Publishers. 

SMLXL 
Werlemann, H. et al., 1997. Small, medium, large, extra-large : Office for 
Metropolitan Architecture, Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau New., Köln: 
Benedikt Taschen Verlag. - Bigness or the problem of large, s. 495 

HIGH-RISE HOUSING IN EUROPE : CURRENT TRENDS AND FUTURE 
PROSPECTS 
Turkington, R., Kempen, R.van & Wassenberg, F., 2004. High-rise housing 
in Europe : current trends and future prospects, Delft: DUP Science. 

THIS IS HYBRID 
Fernández Per et al., 2011. This is hybrid, Vitoria-Gasteiz: a t Architecture 
Publishers. 

DIE GROSSSIEDLUNGEN - EIN GESCHEITERTES ERBE DER MODERNE? 
Kraft, S., 2011. Die Grosssiedlungen - ein gescheitertes Erbe der 
Moderne?, ARCH+, Zeitschrift für Architektur und Städtebau, G5416, p. 
48-53

HIGH-RISE AND THE SUSTAINABLE CITY  
Meyer, H. & Zandbelt, D., 2012. High-rise and the sustainable city, 
Amsterdam: Techne Press. 

OBOS: 100 BORETTSLAG 1929-2013 
Kronborg, A.-K. & Brodey, I., 2014. OBOS : 100 borettslag 1929-2013, 
Oslo: Press.  

GRUNDRISSATLAS WOHNUNGSBAU 
Heckmann, Oliver, Schneider, Friederike & Zapel, Eric, 
2017. Grundrissatlas Wohnungsbau, Basel/Berlin/Boston: Walter de 
Gruyter GmbH.  

DER GLAUBE AN DAS GROSSE IN DER ARCHITEKTUR DER MODERNE 
Hnilica, S., 2018. Der Glaube a das Grosse in der Architektur der 
Moderne, Grossstrukturen der 1960er und 1970er jahre., Zürich: Park 
Books. 

Sorted by first time published 
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Vocabulary

VOCABULARY

Ambulatory – A covered passage for walking. Traditionally the 
processional way around the east end of a cathedral 
 
Automonument – Beyond a certain critical mass, the structure becomes a 
monument, or at least raises that expectation through its size alone (…). 
[Delirious New York pp. 100] 
 
Cité - A city-state, society, or built environment with a homogenous 
architectural style 

Critical mass – is reached when the building has got the desired number 
of inhabitants it is meant to work for. [High Rise]. – The point where size 
alone makes the building a monument. [Delirious New York, pp. 100] 

Erschließungsraum  – access spaces connecting pricate and public 
spaces. What goes on between the street/courtyard and the private flat. 
[Grundrissatlas pp. 42]

Hybrid building – a building of composite typology for mixed use

Machine for living – a building or a city. Term introduced in Le Corbusier’s 
influential modernist manifesto, “Vers une Architecture”, from 1923. 

Mixed-use bulding – a building containing offering a mix of program and 
use.

Promenade architecturale – Le Corbusier referring to the implied itinerary 
of a building or built environment.  
 
Rues Intérieures – interior streets. Le Corbusier’s metaphor for the central 
corridors and ambulatory of Unite d’Habitation.

Streets in the sky – term associated with Alison and Peter Smithson’s 
design of the Robin Hood Gardens. Also name of a chapter from J. G. 
Ballard’s High Rise (Danger in the streets of the sky), which gains a dark 
prophetic undertone, now reminding us of the Robin Hood Gardens final 
destiny.

Superblock – (…) large housing complexes, with central communal 
functions, constituting a larger functional and architectural unity. 
Monumental. Term used to describe the MVRDV´s Mirador block.

Urban – ”related to a city”, a permanent dense assembly of people and 
infrastructure.

Urban highrise - tall buildings attributing to an urban context. 

Urban sprawl – excessive spatial growth of cities. Often single use, not 
functionally related to surrounding land uses, mid to low density.  

Urban Villa – compact mid-rise housing typology. 
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